
iLuv Samsung Accessories 
 

 Snoopy Folio Portfolio Case for Samsung GALAXY Tab ll 10.1. or GALAXY Tab II 7.0 

(iSS923 / iSS924)- iLuv’s Folio option is specifically designed for the GALAXY Tab II to take 

advantage of all the devices ports. This unique GALAXY Tab holder allows you to view in 

portrait or landscape mode.  MSRP $59.99/54.99 

Snoopy Sleeves for GALAXY Tab 10.1 II (iSS2103)- Carry your GALAXY Tab 10.1 in style. 

Sophisticated accents and printed designs add a fun and fashionable flair with 

outstanding protection to keep your GALAXY Tab 10.1 in tip-top condition. The Plush 

interior luxuriously envelopes your GALAXY Tab 10.1 and keeps the screen free from scratches. 

MSRP $54.99 

Snoopy Character Series Hardshell case for GALAXY S III (iSS254)- The super sleek and durable 

hardshell case is customized to fit the GALAXY S III to offer full access to all the phone’s controls. 

Also available in Snoopy Behavior Series (iSS256), Snoopy Message Series (iSS258), Snoopy Green 

Series (iSS257), Snoopy Cartoon Series (iSS255).  MSRP $34.99 

 

Professional WorkStation™ Portfolio for GALAXY Tab ll 10.1 (iSK922) - The perfect combination 

of form and function, especially designed for your mobile lifestyle and transforms your GALAXY 

Tab ll 10.1 into a portable business device. Our new Professional Workstation™ Portfolio features 

a removable wireless Bluetooth® keyboard that seamlessly connects to your GALAXY Tab ll 10.1 

and offers the utmost in portability. A retractable kick-stand provides various options of viewing 

angles. The Professional Workstation™ is stylish protection to enhance your GALAXY Tab ll 10.1 

experience. MSRP $119.99 

Ulster Portfolio Case for GALAXY Tab ll 10.1 (iSS920) - Handsome, professional look and Velcro 

closure keeps your GALAXY Tab 10.1 securely in the case. It is uniquely designed for flexible 

viewing angles and the smooth interior keeps your GALAXY Tab 10.1 from scratches. MSRP 

$49.99 

CEOFolio Multi-Purpose Portfolio Case for GALAXY Tab II 10.1 or Tab II 7.0 (iSS929/ iSS927) - 

Superior protection for your GALAXY Tab. It features ample pocket slots for business cards, credit 

cards, ID, etc. and convenient ePen stylus holder. The case’s stand props your GALAXY Tab for 

optimal viewing of websites, presentations, illustrations and documents. MSRP $69.99/64.99 

ThinFolio Slim Folio Cover for Galaxy Tab ll 10.1 or GALAXY Tab II 7.0 (iSS921 / iSS925) - Silken, 

ultra thin construction protects your new Galaxy Tab without adding bulk or weight. The Velvet 

interior protects your tab from scratches or scrapes. The folio’s unique magnetic on-off function 

saves the device’s battery life. The flexible cover folds to function as a convenient stand and can 

support landscape viewing while still allowing you to access all inputs and controls. MSRP 

$59.99/54.99 

 

Slim Sleeve Leather Sleeve and Folding Stand for Samsung GALAXY Tab ll 10.1 (iSS2105)- This 

genuine  leather sleeve provides exceptional protection. The case’s stitched construction is both 
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stylish and durable. It doubles as a stand which is ideal for watching videos or viewing pictures. The case also includes a 

convenient ePen stylus holder. MSRP $49.99 

Glare-Free Screen Protector Kit for Samsung GALAXY Tab ll 10.1, GALAXY Tab ll 7.0, or GALAXY S Advance 

(iSS1322 / iSS1325 / iSS1434) - Protects your Samsung GALAXY device’s screen from scratches and 

fingerprints.  The film offers anti-glare and zero screen distortion allowing easy viewing and no interference 

with touch-screen sensitivity.  MSRP $24.99/19.99/14.99 

Frill Hardshell Case with Pocket for GALAXY S lll (iSS247)- This unique case features an injection-

molded two-part grid design to protect the GALAXY SIII with style. For convenience the case includes a 

slot pocket for credit cards, business cards, driver’s license, etc. and maintains access to all ports and 

controls. MSRP $39.99 

Twain Two-Part, Dual Protection Case for Samsung GALAXY S III (iSS248) – The 

ultra-thin hard front cover protects the LCD while maintaining touch screen control. The dual material 

back cover provides exceptional protection from scratches or bumps. The sturdy treaded TPU frame 

allows easy grip handling for better control. Available in white and black. MSRP $34.99 

Mazarin Diamond Cut Hardshell Case for Samsung GALAXY S III (iSS242) - High-gloss, diamond cut 

design delivers both protection and style. The hardshell material minimizes denting and scratching from 

everyday use and still allows user to maintain access to all inputs and controls. Available in Red, White 

and Black. MSRP $29.99 

Klimt Premium Inlay Hardshell Case for Samsung GALAXY S III (iSS243) – This case 

features Art Nouveau-inspired artwork with a high-gloss, gold inlay hardshell for stylish protection. The 

Klimt allows user to maintain access to all inputs and controls while protecting the GALAXY S lll. 

Available in three different drawing renditions. MSRP $34.99 

Pangborn Art Collection Designer Hardshell Case for GALAXY S III (iSS246)- These hardshell cases 

feature an exclusive collection of floral, landscape and abstract artwork from famed designer Dominic 

Pangborn. The case provides stylish protection against scratches and dents while maintaining access to 

all of the Galaxy’s main controls. MSRP $34.99 

Artisan Clutch / Atelier Clutch Designer Wallet for Samsung GALAXY S lll (iSS244BLK / iSS245TAN) – 

These clutches feature classic elegance for a fashionable impression. They are designed from genuine 

leather that beautifully patinas over time and feature a magnetic closure for added security. The soft 

micro-suede inner lining keeps the GALAXY S lll free from scratches. Available in Tan and Black. MSRP 

$49.99 

Parasol Smart Cover up for Samsung GALAXY S III (iSS240) – The Ballistic Nylon shell provides strong protection for your 

GALAXY S lll keeping it free of dirt and grime thanks to the water-resistant fabric. The soft 

interior lining protects the whole phone, and the secure snap closure prevents your GALAXY S 

lll from falling out. The Parasol also features a convenient carabineer for portability. Available 

in black, brown, teal, green, pink, grey and white. MSRP $29.99 

Envelop Premium Appointed Leather Flip Case for GALAXY S III (iSS251) – The Envelop’s premium 

leather wrapped shell offers superior protection while the soft touch interior prevents scratches.  

The case also includes a metal hardware frame to view incoming calls. Available in tan and black. 

MSRP $34.99 
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Passport Clutch- Wallet-style Passport Clutch with Smartphone Pocket for GALAXY S III (iSS252) – 

The wallet-like design and durable material are deal for the professional that travels. The iSS252 

includes a separate pocket with a flap closure for your GALAXY S lll and other smartphones. It also 

features ample pocket slots for passport, business cards, credit cards, ID, money, boarding passes 

etc., and a convenient pen or stylus holder. The added strap is optimal for portability and safety. 

MSRP $59.99 

 Gelato Case for GALAXY S lll and GALAXY S Advance (iSS259 / iSS266) – This form-fitting case 

securely fits the GALAXY S lll or Advance. It is lightweight and soft to the touch to protect your 

mobile device from bumps and scratches. Available in white, green, pink, blue and black. MSRP 

$24.99 

TrimFit Thin Hardshell Case for GALAXY S lll (iSS261)- The Thin iSS261’s glossy hardshell adds a 

handsome finish and effective protection to your device. The case fits securely yet is easy to put on and 

take off for added convenience.  Available in pink, blue and white. MSRP TBD 

Overlay Minimal Snap on Shell for GALAXY S lll (iSS260) - Looks can be deceiving. The 

overlay features soft colors and delicate styling, but this strong and durable case is for effective 

protection. The iSS260 fits like a glove but easy to put on and take off. It also allows the user to maintain 

access to all the GALAXY S lll controls. Available in Pink, white, and black. MSRP $ $24.99 

 Envelop Premium Appointed Leather Flip Case for GALAXY S Advance and GALAXY 

ACE II (iSS267 / iSS265) – This premium leather wrapped shell protects and carries your Galaxy S or 

ACE II. The Envelop’s soft touch interior prevents scratches and dents. MSRP $34.99  

Aurora Glow-in-the-Dark Case for GALAXY Pocket (iSS262) - Available in 

three colors, the Aurora’s lively pattern  illuminates at night or in a dark 

room. This silicone case provides a snug fit for premium protection. Available in white, pink or 

black. MSRP $24.99 
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